How to Move from an Old Kingdom Season to a New One
One of the reasons we need apostolic and prophetic members to be active in the ekklesia is to identify
new ‘seasons’ in the Kingdom and to give assistance to move to the new one.
We are currently in a new era of the Kingdom where The Restoration of All Things and the Manifestation
of the Sons of God is beginning to occur. However, we can get stuck in the notion that this new era is
continuing unchanged as the years progress. This is a mistake. Within this new era there will be seasons,
not total constancy.
Our theology that “God never changes” must include and give way to the “new things” he is doing. The
Kingdom is highly stable, but dynamic. For this reason we need to be able to cope with the dynamic – the
changes and adjustments.
Our biggest problem is not desiring to change when the ‘season’ changes. However, we will not move
ahead to where the Trinity is taking us if we ‘won’t budge’ from our current way we think and operate in
the Kingdom. Added to that is the problem that we want to take the old into the new. This won’t work,
except for those things that the Spirit shows us need to be taken with us.
Here’s some sound teaching on seasonal change:
“In this event of a great shift and transition that the body of Christ has been in this year and the timing
of the Ekklesia coming into this New Era, we are all compelled to adjust our hearts and minds as we
yield to the Holy Spirit’s call to come back into alignment with His Kingdom.
As In every move of God, there are always many new things that begin to emerge as He reveals new
and fresh revelation and insight into His plan and purposes! That sense of new beginnings and leaving
the old can bring a temporary feeling of discomfort and confusion. It’s not suppose to bring us into
stress or fear, but to lead us on a new course and to a new commission for the for this time!!
So, of course, many are hearing new sounds and strategies for the coming year and what Holy Spirit Is
saying now. Apostles have come to the forefront like never before in this century with prophets who are
seeing and speaking many things for the next ten years or so!
One of the problems is many times we filter these new things to what we have seen and done in the
past. We immediately want to bring administration and organization to what we’re seeing and doing,
because that’s what we’ve always done. This New Era requires “waiting upon the LORD, & humbling
ourselves under the mighty hand of God!”
For example, we really don’t just need more apostolic networks that focus on performance and gifts, or
more ministry alliance’s because we see the need for Unity! Unity doesn’t come through just common
agreement or like-minded faith or fellowship! Unity comes through the corporate Spirit of Christ
bringing us into a “oneness” through authentic and transparent relationships!
New wine must be put into new and (fresh) wine skins! 1 Before we form a new association of any kind,
we need brokenness and humility before the Lord. Before we form a network with our best friends or
ministry associates, we need to lay our agendas and plans on the altar before the Father! He will
organically inspire and inspect the right relationships that are based on pure hearts and right
motives!” 2
The adjustments we need to make includes the apostolic and prophetic. These people cannot continue in
the same way they’ve functioned in the past, just because they’re in a vital role.

1 – Matthew 9:17b
2 – Jim Becton (3-12-2020) “This New Era Of Oneness Through Relationships”
www.openheaven.com/2020/12/03/this-new-era-of-oneness-through-relationships-by-jim-c-becton
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Networks, organisations, so-called ‘ministries’, councils, etc., must give way to the “new wine” of the
new ‘season’, otherwise we can’t be used in the same way we were in the past.
Here’s the Trinity’s injunction to make changes and come into alignment with them in new ‘seasons’ that
are upon us:
“Son, the winds of change are blowing for you individually and for the season to change from justice
to grace. The old order have been resisting the change but now those within the new order are also
resisting the progression towards the restoration of all things through greater grace. Our desire is for
this new season of grace to blow throughout the earth but those who should be facilitating the opening
of the East gate are hindering its opening. Once again the old is resisting the new; but this has
accelerated as those we have called to be gate keepers are holding back the winds. Son, honour the
old but do not allow them to stop the change of season…The 4 winds will blow from the east gate to
bring the greater grace of restoration. Those who are opposing restoration will either come into
agreement or be removed from their positions by the force of the winds of change. It is time for mercy
to be legislated in 2019 before a new season of judgment comes in 2020 as the wheels within wheels
turn from justice to grace…As the seasons change, so will maturity, until love is all in all; then
creation will become truly free from its groaning and be restored by the light of true sonship.” 3
Everything and everyone needs to come into alignment in a new ‘season’.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

3 – Extract from: Mike Parons’ “Vision Destiny 2020 – Part 11”
eg.freedomarc.org/path-player?courseid=new-vision-destiny-2020&unit=5de7b15f47d7dd90848b4567Unit
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